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Find the best restaurants near you with No Dining Curves
The restaurant app with all the grades!
On May 27, 2020 in Los Angeles, Ca, Vanguard I.T., LLC updated a release of their restaurant
app, No Dining Curves. No Dining Curves is a mobile app that provides helpful information
about local restaurants, so patrons can have the safest and most satisfying dining experience. The
No Dining Curves app provides a complete review of restaurants with health inspection ratings,
customer ratings and restaurants menus included.
No Dining Curves’ data is locally sourced to ensure reliability and quality. For example, the
health inspection grades are collected from local health inspectors and they are the grades you
commonly see in a restaurant’s window. No longer will you have to go from restaurant to
restaurant to find one with a decent grade. The customer grades are gathered from patrons and
have been aggregated from multiple sources to ensure an accurate grade. No Dining Curves
doesn’t grade on a curve, so you won’t dine on one!
No Dining Curves is available for free in Google Play and the App store. The No Dining Curves
app can be used in ten (10) U.S. cities including Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Las Vegas, Los
Angeles, New York, San Francisco and Seattle. We are looking to add more cities to our platform,
so please check our website and social media for updates.
What’s in the Release?
In this release, we’ve added GPS navigation to restaurants, updated restaurant menus and added
some premium features like A-List restaurants, Recommended and Favorite restaurants.

Vanguard I.T., LLC is a technology services company that specializes in helping businesses
improve their functionality via technology. To learn more about our products and services, please
visit us at http://www.vanguardinfotech.com/.
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